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 Beautiful The notion of the beautiful in Art which is predicated on an aesthetic concept of the 
harmony of understanding and the imagination has always been subjected to a sort of ‘dismissal’ 
for not being serious, just merely beautiful although this elusive quality is hard to define. The 
general accepted philosophical position is one that defines beauty as a pleasurable subjective 
experience that is directed towards an object and not mediated by intervening reasoning. But 
beauty can be the container of many a serious preoccupation, the experience introducing a 
gateway for considering other ideas. 

Drawings Like the concept of beauty drawing is also a difficult term to define. Many 
contemporary organizations concerned with drawing now resist the traditional definition, that 
of preparatory work for bigger ideas to come, a subordinate form usually for paintings or 
sculptures, preferring to acknowledge drawing as a fluid and evolving medium as well as a 
subject. Some suggest that drawing is ‘mark making’ ‘works on paper’ and marks that express 
visual ideas possessing the attributes of directness and incompleteness.  

Simone Asia’s exhibition GREYMATTERS are indeed Beautiful Drawings 

This generation of young Barbadian/Caribbean artists transcending genres and mediums even 
geographic and ‘national’ boundaries, are more sensitive to the demands of changes rather than 
the ideas of traditions. This area of work recently seen in our graduates shows a generational 
shift from the ideas of traditional fine arts where there is a general rejection of the natural 
world, realism and the imitation of nature as subject, to one of the imagination and the 
subconscious anxieties of this age. 

Social change and generational shifts 

At the turn of that last century (19th) the Symbolists and Decadents were the avant-garde artists 
rejecting staid Victorian society, disenchanted with its convenient moral codes, hypocrisy and 
failing economic greatness. In the cultural sphere many Victorian intellectuals and artists found 
the society had become static. Matthew Arnold expressed this fear in the text Culture and 
Anarchy 1 arguing the point that “Culture is not having a resting, but rather a growing and 
becoming.” It also saw according to Linda Zatlin2 the emergence of the ‘’New Woman’ in 
Victorian society, free to move around and travel alone without the accompanying man and still 
be regarded with some measure of respect. 

                                                        
1 Culture and Anarchy and other writings,(1892) Cambridge  Texts in the History and Political Thought 
Ed. Stephan Collini  Cambridge University Press, 1993 
2 Linda Zatlin:  Aubrey Beardsley and Victorian Sexual politics New York Oxford University Press 1990 



It may seem like a stretch, possibly a bit perverse, but current activity in the Arts in Barbados 
has shown that there is a crisis of culture not dissimilar from that Victorian idea and as I have 
always believed and observed, that there lies underneath all our pretensions and moral 
righteousness, a dated conservative, Victorian sensitivity in our socio- cultural structures in 
modern Barbados. The Arts like the good barometer of society has finally begun to reveal 
itself/ourselves in this Right little Tight little Island.  

 The ultimate formulation of Art Nouveau and the Symbolists and Decadents (see the work of 
Aubrey Beardsley) came with the symbolism of line, where line “becomes melodious, agitated 
undulating, flowing, flaming with decorative patterns and suggesting a three dimensionality.” 

 All of these qualities are to be found in Simone’s work, including the narrative, illustrative 
hybrids linked to evocations of her personal universe. 

Her working methods, primarily large pen and ink and wash drawings, although there is a series 
of smaller more condensed works with reduced colors, have their origins in her personal 
writings. These are spontaneous recordings of personal feelings, experiences and ideas 
stemming from an emotional focus and an interiority of being. Things felt, sensed, experienced, 
drawn. 

These are reflected in titles such as Before I disintegrate, My Life is a Trap, The things I Couldn’t 
Ignore and The Clearing, titles clearly reflecting some psychic states, anguish and longing.  

Taking this idea of autographic drawing, the drawing that is confessional and biographical based 
on experience we see a form of self revelatory mark, an unmediated form of direct 
communication. This then paves the way for what is referred to as “projective drawing’’3 that is it 
depicts something  already present in the mind of the artist before its execution and not a by-
product of a drawing activity i.e. drawing as process where the end product or result is largely 
unknown.  

Simone’s methods therefore create space(s) for drawing to function in a non-oppositional way as 
both a noun and a verb and this is reflected in the ‘confessional’ pieces and then in the site 
specific wall pieces done on location. 

A passage from Julia Kristiva’s on ‘An Exile who asks Where?’ seems to me after a conversation 
with Simone to be reflected in her desires and her artistic journey…….A tireless builder she is a 
sort of stray. She is on a journey during the night, the end of which keeps receding which carries 
memories, fears, dangerous revelations but she cannot help taking these risks at the very 
moment that she sets herself apart. And the more she strays the more she is saved. 
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3 Laura Hoptman’s : Drawings Now: Eight Propositions Show  2002-3 MoMA New York. 


